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Abstract: Photographs, correspondence, clippings, notes, pamphlets, and ephemera preserved within an interleaved copy of Laboratoires Dujardin-Salleron's *Premier supplément a la notice sur les instruments de précision appliqués a l'oenologie*. Researchers should contact Archives and Special Collections to request collections, as many are stored offsite.

History
Founded in Paris in 1855, Laboratoires Dujardin-Salleron invent, manufacture, and distribute analysis instruments and measurement devices for winemaking and distillation.


Scope and Contents
Photographs, correspondence, clippings, notes, pamphlets, and ephemera preserved within an interleaved copy of Laboratoires Dujardin-Salleron's *Premier supplément a la notice sur les instruments de précision appliqués a l'oenologie*.
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